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dateline: pacific

Honor Roll Report
At Last! A Subscriber
Report on Fanning Island
Don Causey Note: We’ve published
close to a half dozen reports on Fanning Island, that new destination in
the Pacific that appears certain to play
out as a collaboration between the Fly
Shop in Redding, California, and Pegasus Lodges (www.pegasuslodges.com),
a leading provider of upscale surfing
trips. What we’ve been waiting for (and
you, too, probably) is a subscriber-written report, because that kind of report
captures the paying-client point of view,
which is what you really need to decide
if you want to go somewhere. Enter
Honor Roll subscriber Allan Craig, who
just returned from Fanning Island as an
experienced, world-class paying client.
Thanks, Allan, for checking in.

A

re you interested in wading vast
flats on a beautiful coral atoll
for large bonefish that have
probably never seen a fly? There are
trevally cruising around, too. Oh, and
the place costs less than Seychelles and
also is much closer to the US. The desti-

nation is Fanning Island, but before you
start packing, be advised there are more
than a few caveats in my recommendation of this place. The trip is simply not
right for everyone, at least not yet. I
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would summarize my recent experience
there on an exploratory trip as a “good”
time at a “great” place. Let me explain.
Fanning (aka Tabuaeran) is one of
the Line Islands among the 33 atolls
and islands that make up the Republic
of Kiribati. Smaller than its well-known
neighbor, Christmas Island, its population is one-quarter that of Christmas.
It has fewer facilities, too, and is way
more rustic. What it does have in common with Christmas Island is very large
and easily wadable flats and, of course,
fish. There is coral here, but not as
much of the large and jagged staghorn
type I’ve seen on Christmas.
The current trip to Fanning Island
is hopefully (wishfully?) set up as a
five-and-a-half-day fishing program.
For that to happen, pieces of the puzzle
have to fall into place, however. First,
the Fiji Airways flight from Honolulu
has to arrive on time. Ours did. Then the
charter flight to Fanning has to be ready.
Ours was not. Maintenance issues necessitated an overnight on Christmas at
the Captain Cook Hotel. The hotel is
aged, but improvements are underway;
the food was good, it is close to the airport, and it has a great setting right on a
beach.
We were rescheduled for a 6:30
AM flight. I got up early to shower, and
there was no water. Not just at the hotel,
we learned, but on that entire part of the
island. When we arrived at the airport
we learned the fuel truck from town had
broken down, so we had to go back to
the hotel. The water was on again, so at
least I got my shower!
We left later that morning for a
pleasant flight to Fanning. One look at
the island and all travel woes were forgotten. There were beautiful white-sand
flats everywhere. A truck took us from
the dirt landing strip to a boat landing.
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A five-minute water shuttle to the other
side of the channel and we were at our
home village for the rest of the week.
Our lodging was at a Guest House
called A La Belle Étoile. A fascinating
place built over the last 30 years by a
Frenchman named Bruno, it consists
of several small huts with wooden
slat walls and thatched roofs. A twostory building serves as a residence for
Bruno’s extended family. This is where
our meals were prepared. The complex
has two bathrooms with flush toilets and
showers. Solar power provides electricity, and captured rain water is used for
drinking. Bruno has crafted numerous
gadgets, knobs, and coconut shell light
fixtures in his shop. Dinners were excellent, while lunches out in the boat
were meager. The lunches were a daily
reminder that we were in a very remote
spot. I was glad I brought granola bars
along.
Very different living arrangements
are planned for the near future. Destined
to be a surfing as well as angling destination (see www.pegasuslodges.com),
the lodgings will feature safari-type
tents and be built on a point with great
ocean views and breezes. Not to worry.
For now, staying at Bruno’s and meeting
his family, and taking twice-a-day walks
through the village are trip highlights.
The villagers are friendly and cheerful.
Curious youngsters would sometimes
follow us on the walk to and from the
boats.
On our first day, despite arriving late, we had time to fish for a few
hours and some very nice bonefish
were caught. I saw one trigger fish and
nothing else. Sometimes doing well,
and often seeing nothing, became my
pattern for the week. Two developments
made the difference for me between a
“good” week and a “great” week. The
first was weather, and with that you always just have to take your chances (or
maybe choose a different time of year?).
Fanning and Christmas Island both had
days of clouds, rain, and heavier rain
during my visit. Those are not good
conditions for flats fishing. The second
issue was the guiding. We expected to
have two excellent, experienced guides
June 2017

and one training guide for our group
of six anglers. When we were leaving
Christmas for Fanning, we found we
would not have a second regular guide,
but instead another beginner guide who
was still in training. I remember thinking that was not a good omen.
Throughout the week, when I was
guided, I was almost always with one
of the training guides. And that created
problems. Often, he could not see fish
any better than I did. Other times, it
was clear he did not know how to read
the flats at various tides. That meant
he didn’t know where to expect fish.
Still other times, we were simply not
dropped off on prime spots. Additionally, we sometimes seemed to just have
bad luck. Whatever the reasons, I saw
few fish when I was with a training
guide.
On a more positive note, both of
the beginner guides were very likable,
enthusiastic, eager to learn, and willing to work hard. At 4 PM, they were
looking for more flats, not home port.
As they receive more training, I’m sure
the program will improve greatly. The
high point of my fishing was one of the
mornings we had sunshine and excellent
visibility. Three of us were unguided
(by choice), and we experienced the potential that Fanning has to offer. While
others in our group were in the channels
connecting with (and mostly losing)
trevally, we waded flats. The bonefish
took flies aggressively that morning. All
you had to do was cast within 10 feet
of a fish with a heavy fly and the fish
would take. I started with 20-pound tippet and worked my way up to 30-pound
in case I saw a trevally, and the bonefish
did not care. At one point in the week,
by the way, I did catch a 12-plus-pound
GT on just such a setup. At any rate,
watching bonefish quickly move 10
feet at the sound of a plop to take the
fly with no hesitation is not typical
bonefish behavior. The three of us had
double hookups, even a triple hookup at
one point. We each probably caught 10
to 15 fish during that session. The size
ranged from three to six pounds. During
the week, others hooked and landed fish
much larger. For that morning, thank
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you, sunshine!
We returned to that flat the following day, and most of us opted to go after
trevally. One angler fished for bones and
did as well as the day before. Within
the first hour, I had landed a 20-pound
bluefin, another angler caught a smaller
bluefin and lost a nice GT, and a third
angler lost a big GT. After that, the action slowed. I invested several hours
casting crab patterns at large colorful
parrotfish that were feeding around
coral. That was not productive, but I did
catch a bonefish with the crab fly, which
was one of the few fish I saw the rest of
the day.
The final day (departure day), they
told us we could fish until noon and
then go back to the lodge to pack. It was
interesting that only one angler in our
group chose to fish. We heard later that
he had an especially memorable time on
a sunny flat not far from the village. The
rest of us cleaned and dried our gear. I
slept mostly, because I had had a rough
night with stomach trouble from something I had eaten.
So, is this a trip for you? Should
you go soon, or wait until the infrastructure has improved? To enjoy this trip
you need to be physically able to walk
flats for long distances. Also, the boat
rides are long and slow. The Zodiacstyle inflatables with fiberglass hulls
that are currently in place have to be
pushed through some of the channels
and pulled over shallow flats. For sure,
you need to be ready to accept glitches,
such as a motor that quits running
because the fuel line was connected
backwards. Patience is key. You need
to be prepared for things like watching
one beginning guide show another how
to steer the boat with a steering wheel
instead of a tiller—it’s opposite!
On the other hand, the rewards
of this trip are very special. For starters, Fanning is a beautiful island. The
bonefish are large and unwary. And the
number of anglers on the island at any
one time will be very limited for the
foreseeable future, unlike Christmas
Island. The practice of netting on the
flats is reported to be ending, so fish
numbers may well increase from where
June 2017

they are now.
As for what to pack for a trip here,
plan on needing an 8 or 9 wt. rod and
at least 20-pound tippet for bonefish, as
there is a very good chance of connecting with a double-digit bonefish here.
Your flies should be weighted and have
strong hooks. For the trevally, bring a
10 to 12 wt. rod and very stout tippet.
Most of the larger fish that we didn’t
land got away by cutting our line on
coral. In that regard, bring at least one
backup fly line. You will likely have
better weather than we did, but do come
here prepared for both rain and sun.
Carry a raincoat with you on the flats,

along with drinking water. Wear a buff
and cover up. Anglers on our trip who
wore shorts got sunburned. My preference is to wear Under Armour leggings
and shorts so I have pockets. Take care
of your feet: moleskins, tape, and plastic toe shields all came in handy.
I booked this exploratory adventure through the Fly Shop in Redding,
California (www.theflyshop.com. Tel.
800-889-3474). Michael Caranci is the
contact person for future trips. The cost
of my trip, including the charter flight
from Christmas Island to Fanning Island, was $4,500, plus tips. Enjoy.
Dateline: US West

Snowpack Report
Western Fishing: The
Prospects Are Amazing

I

t’s hard to believe how much can
change in just two short years. In
2015, anglers throughout the Rocky
Mountains and along the Pacific Coast
dealt with drought—in some cases, for
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more consecutive years than anyone
would like to remember. But, boy, did
things change for the better this past
winter!
Reports vary basin to basin, but
on average, most regions began to see
snow stockpiles in early November,
and the white stuff continued to fall
well into April. California, a state that
had made headlines over the past five
years or so because of looming drought
conditions, was suddenly in the news
because it had more water than it knew
what to do with. Instead of low reservoirs and dust, images of high, muddy
water and flooded homes flashed on
television screens. It was terrible news,
but on the other side of the coin is the
notion that places like Oregon and
Washington will have ample water for
wild stocks of steelhead and salmon,
which have had a rough go of it the past
few seasons.
Using the daily snowpack updates
from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and a string of
fishing reports and predictions from
outfitters and fly shops, the following
is a brief look at snowfall tallies from
the winter of 2016/2017, and what you
might expect for fishing and water conditions after the weather warms and the
rivers rise.
IDAHO: Old man winter was
certainly generous to the Gem State
this past season. From the Thanksgiving holiday, through February, several
storm systems dumped snow throughout
Idaho, especially around the Sawtooth
and Boulder Mountains, where levels
exceeded the yearly average. It will
take some time before spring runoff
subsides, but barring any unseasonably
hot weather, Idaho shouldn’t experience
a shortage of water in 2017, and fishing
should be excellent across the board.
CALIFORNIA: After struggling
with drought for years, California’s
water shortage may be coming closer
to an end. In late February, the state’s
Department of Water Resources announced that even if another flake didn’t
fall, there was enough snow to replenish
more than a third of California’s snow
deficit. As of late April, Sierra Nevada
Volume 30, Number 6
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basins to the west and south of Lake
Tahoe had received between 200 and
400 percent of the average snowfall.
Flooding was an issue as temperatures
warmed, but state biologists said this
could be a good thing for spawning
salmon and trout. To quote a March
fishing report from Mammoth Fly
Guide, “Fishing will be so good for so
long . . . I really feel that August and
September are going to be as good as
May and June.”
MONTANA: Like many other
western states, Montana received more
snow than usual last winter. In fact,
NRCS reports show February was a
record-setting month, with most of the
white stuff falling in the northwestern
corner and around Yellowstone. At
this writing in late April, snowpack in
almost all the Big Sky’s basins was
still over 100 percent of normal (a big
change since 2015 brought one of the
lowest snowpacks on record), which has
fly shops and outfitters thinking it might
be a terrific season statewide without
any closures or restrictions from low or
warm water.
OREGON: All the snow that
reached states like Montana and Idaho
likely passed through Oregon first, and,
like its neighboring states, snowfall
amounts rocketed past averages. The
levels in the Willamette, John Day, and
Lake County/Goose Lake basins, for
example, were estimated to be 150 to
160 percent of normal. Fly fishermen
can expect good things for Oregon’s fish
this year, especially compared to two
years ago, when low water and warm
water temps wreaked havoc on the
state’s fisheries.
WASHINGTON: The Evergreen
State broke all sorts of records last
winter and spring, partly thanks to the
fact that some regions received up to 39
inches of snow in a 24-hour period. So
far this year, the eastern portion of the
state is experiencing its wettest year on
record, and in late April, some streams
were flowing at the highest rates ever
seen: Of the 149 streamflow measuring
stations, only two registered below normal. It’s good news all around for the
state’s salmon, steelhead, and trout fishJune 2017

eries, which is the complete opposite
of 2015, when salmon were reportedly
dying in overheated rivers.
UTAH: While almost all the basins in the northeast corner of the state
exceeded typical snowpack levels, the
southern half barely met, or fell just
short, of historical amounts. Considering the amount of snow remaining, and
the springtime temperature trends, be
aware that runoff might not subside in
the northern portion of this state until
late June or early July. Time your trip
accordingly. That said, Utah is a beautiful place to fish in the late summer and
early fall, and barring any extended heat
waves, there should be plenty of water.

COLORADO: Downhill skiers in
this state enjoyed one of the best snow
seasons of the last 10 years, and as the
snow melts, anglers (and fish) will be
celebrating as well. It’s been a while
since the state’s freestone rivers got a
good runoff flush, which can be good
for trout recruitment. But having all that
extra snow can also affect your favorite
tailwaters. A few warm weather patterns
this spring helped fill many reservoirs,
so when the big push of water comes
down the mountains, reservoir managers may have to increase releases to
compensate.
ARIZONA: After a few seasons
of drought, the outlook for this state’s
lakes, reservoirs, and rivers is looking positive. Around Flagstaff, snow
levels in the San Francisco Peaks area
was 128 percent of normal going into
May. Predictions are that Lake Powell
will rise significantly from snowmelt,
which means anglers should expect to
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encounter higher-than-average releases
for Lees Ferry. If you fish this area, remember the area has experienced an infestation of quagga mussels. Clean your
boots, waders, and other gear before
using it on a different river.
NEW MEXICO: Though the
mountains of New Mexico also received
more than a usual share of snow this
past winter, spring temperatures rose
quickly, so runoff began a little early.
On top of that, March brought very little
precipitation to the state. Unfortunately,
forecasters are predicting drought for
some regions of the state, especially if
the snow continues to melt quickly and
summer rains don’t materialize.
NEVADA: Echoing the song heard
elsewhere in the Rocky Mountain West,
Nevada received more snow last winter
than it knew what to do with. That’s
great news for places like Pyramid Lake
and the Truckee, and the Great Basin
region near the Idaho border, which saw
all-time low snowfall amounts just two
years ago.
WYOMING: If you ever wanted
to fish the fabled waters of Yellowstone
National Park, the Bighorn Mountains,
Jackson Hole, or the famous tailwater
outside Casper, this may be the best
year to do it. Snowfall amounts in the
Cowboy State were nearly double the
norm in the western part of the state,
and on par, or slightly below the norm,
in the central and eastern regions.
There’s so much water expected to run
down the slopes that managers started
drawing down reservoirs such as Fontenelle and Bighorn in late March and
early April to make room.
Postscript: This report was provided by
Ben Romans, editor of American Angler
magazine.
dateline: Argentina

On-Site Report
Glitches Aside, This
New Lodge Is “Great”
Editor Note: This brand-new lodge in
the Patagonian region of Argentina has
some kinks to work out, but experienced
angler and longtime subscriber Bill
Volume 30, Number 6
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Wicher gives it a thumbs-up and says it
will be fine by year two. Enjoy!
y wife, Donna, and I recently
spent two weeks at Patagonia
River Lodge, a new fly fishing destination on the Aluminé River in
Argentina. This lodge should not be confused with Patagonia River Ranch, which
has been in operation for several years
and is located on the Chimehuin River.
The first week we were at this lodge,
there were four other guests, a couple
from Seattle (Rob and Marla) and two anglers from France (Laurent and Michael).
This was the first week the lodge hosted
paying guests. The second week, the two
Frenchmen flew to northern Argentina for
golden dorado fishing and Rob and Marla
flew home. That meant Donna and I had
the lodge to ourselves.
We began this trip with a United
Airlines flight from Missoula to Denver,
then to Houston, and finally to Buenos
Aires. After a taxi ride from the international airport to a hotel near the domestic
airport, we spent the afternoon walking
around the area and visiting the Buenos
Aires Zoo (established in 1886), which
apparently will soon be converted into
a park. An early (and excellent) dinner
at a nearby restaurant was followed by
a badly needed good night’s sleep. The
next morning we took a taxi to the airport
for our Aerolineas Argentinas flight to
Chapelco, the airport serving San Martin
de los Andes.
It turned out that our flight was delayed, as was the case with the flight of
two other lodge guests. They wound up
getting bumped to an even later flight than
ours, which arrived about two hours after
ours. The delays eliminated the chance
for some late afternoon wade fishing at
the lodge. At any rate, once we all arrived,
we were transported to the lodge in a
comfortable van. Travel time to the lodge
(located downstream a few miles from
the village of Pilolil) was just under two
hours, with almost half the trip on gravel
roads.
On arrival we unpacked, organized
our fishing gear, nibbled some excellent
appetizers, and sat down to a wonderful
dinner consisting of two large beef steaks
(yes, two per guest!), plus sides and a fab-
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ulous dessert. Excellent Argentine wine
(including Malbec), beer, and a selection
of hard liquor were available at no extra
charge. The rooms at Patagonia River
Lodge are extra-large, with two comfortable beds, lots of storage space, an excellent shower, a comfortable toilet, and a
bidet (my first at a fishing lodge!). There
was no air-conditioning, but an oscillating
fan combined with opened, screened windows kept us very comfortable. Internet
access was available, and they have a telephone in the lodge as well. An adequate
selection of well-tied but pricey ($5 each)
flies and leader tippet spools were available for purchase.

It quickly became apparent that
lodge manager Pablo Schinocca runs a
first-class operation. He speaks excellent
English and ensured that everything ran
smoothly. The staff was also first rate. No
one had any complaints about anything
concerning the lodge and its operation
or the food. The chef, Juan Manuel, was
outstanding: His dinners and desserts
were wonderful. Beef, chicken, pork, and
lamb made up most of the entrees for our
two weeks, along with homemade ravioli
and cannelloni. There were both indoor
and outdoor wood-fired grilling areas,
and Juan Manual knew how to use them!
Lunches were good, and, for the first
two days, they included wine and were
served to us on tablecloths. When the
staff became aware that none of the six
of us cared for a fancy lunch with wine,
those amenities were discontinued. The
lunches continued to be large and tasty,
but they were served without the frills.
As for breakfasts, they were served each
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day at 8 AM, and they consisted of bacon
and eggs, fresh fruit and berries, freshsqueezed orange juice, freshly baked
breads and croissants, plus cereal.
Our first morning we were all transported by pickup truck upstream on the
Aluminé River for the first of our three
days of floating that river. We loaded our
gear and assembled our rods, which we
had to disassemble every evening that first
week for transportation back to the lodge
(a minor inconvenience) because no one
had a way to transport assembled rods.
Two cataraft-style rafts and a beautiful
new wooden drift boat were our means
of conveyance on the river. All three
guides were young guys, fairly new to
the guiding business. We fished with the
same guide all week. Donna and I were
assigned the large drift boat, which was
very angler friendly, but was also very
heavy and had no anchor or rod storage
and only a short-handled landing net.
Also, the oars were set too far back—that
is, too close to the rower. This meant you
couldn’t get much leverage to maneuver
the boat. I’ve rowed a lot of drift boats,
and, quite frankly, when I tried to row this
one, it handled like a pig. And, without
an anchor, it had to be beached or backrowed if you wanted to change flies, work
an area, and so on. The convenience of
simply anchoring was not an option.
As for our guide, to be honest, he
was not the best guide I’ve ever fished
with. He worked hard and was a nice kid,
but his interest in guiding was lukewarm.
It appeared that he did little fishing himself, as his knowledge of the river and
how, what, and where to fish was mediocre. The other two guides both seemed
more capable and certainly had a greater
interest in fly fishing and fly tying than
our guide. All three guides for the upper
Aluminé River drainage were provided
by an outfitter who operates out of the
town of Aluminé. A lodge of the caliber
of this one, in my view, should have better
guides than the one we had, and it appears
that will be the case next year. Pablo told
me they plan to have their own, welltrained guides next year operating ROstyle fiberglass skiffs built in San Martín.
All six of us floated and lunched together the three days we floated the upper
Volume 30, Number 6
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Aluminé. The boats were tied up at night
and left in the river. We took our gear
back to the lodge each evening. Donna
and I prefer fishing dry flies, which is
mostly what we and the others fished
(although one guest successfully threw
streamers quite often). We rigged up three
rods each day, two 5-weights for dries and
dry/dropper and a 6-weight streamer rod.
None of the dries consistently produced
for Donna or me, and we changed flies
fairly often. Our best producer was an olive Wooly Bugger fished on the streamer
rod. Strangely (to me, anyway), almost
all of the trout caught on streamers both
weeks were smallish rainbows (nine to 14
inches) whose average size was smaller
than what we caught on dries. Everyone
caught rainbows primarily, with some
browns and a couple of native perca. The
largest trout landed measured 20 to 23
inches. The largest perca weighed just
over seven pounds.
Two shuttle drivers met us at the
end of our first fishing day and drove us
to a spot across the river from the lodge,
where we were rowed across the river on
the lodge’s cataraft-style boat. This water
taxi option saved about 20 minutes of additional drive time over a very rough road.
Drive times, it turned out, were shorter
for the Aluminé and Malleo Rivers (and
nearby tributaries), longer for upper tribs
and lower rivers such as the Chimehuin
and Collón Curá. We saw wild guanacos
some days, also eagles, red deer, red foxes
and gray foxes. California quail are really abundant in some areas and would
likely provide outstanding wing shooting
over pointing dogs. I’d love to go back
for a fall cast-and-blast trip for quail and
spawning brown trout.
Early in the trip, we had a couple
of days that were cloudy, cool, and with
some rain at times. The other days were
mostly sunny with highs reaching the
70s to low 80s. Nights and mornings
were cool, sometimes in the upper 40s
or low 50s. The famous Patagonian wind
was present every day, especially in the
afternoon, with some days having steady
winds close to 20 mph and gusts over
30. Most days, the morning winds were
light, and on a couple of days, the afternoon winds were also light. Generally,
June 2017

though, the afternoons, especially the late
afternoons, were windy. Other than a few
horse flies on several days, bugs were not
a problem. We never saw a mosquito.
Regardless of the river we fished,
we saw relatively few aquatic insects
hatching. In general, fishing was better in
the mornings, at least for the first week.
With one or two exceptions, the trout we
caught were very strong, hard-fighting
fish that loved to jump. Much of our fun
and productive fishing time was spent
fishing underneath willow trees where
green inchworm caterpillars were falling
into the water. Apparently, the abundance
and location of major inchworm outbreaks in this region of Argentina varies
from year to year, but this year the Aluminé River below the lodge was an inchworm hot spot. We saw willows with inch
worms on the upper Aluminé, the Collón

Curá and Chimehuin, but not nearly as
many infested trees as along the lower
Aluminé. The trout really keyed in on this
food source, especially the 17- to 20-inch
rainbows. They seemed to be concentrated under willows with lots of inchworms.
This provided some exciting sight fishing
and precision casting opportunities for
very good fish. It also resulted, I might
add, in a number of artificial inchworms
joining their natural brethren in willow
branches!
Fishing days were usually eight to 10
hours long, including the drive back to the
lodge at the end of the day. The drive varied from about a half hour to two hours in
duration. Our typical routine after arriving
at the lodge was to shower (no shortage of
hot water), eat too many appetizers with
an adult beverage of choice, and devour a
very hearty (and delicious) dinner.
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I spent two of my days at Patagonia
River Lodge wade fishing the Malleo
River, which is closed to float fishing. The
Malleo is only about 30 minutes from the
lodge. The local Mapuche Indians control
more than 10 kilometers of the lower
Malleo, and they charge a reasonable
daily fishing fee (paid by the lodge). We
saw more fly fishermen on this river than
any other we fished, but its high productivity and one-trout limit make it a quality
fishery. There were some aquatic insects
hatching here in the morning. We caught
mostly small rainbows here, with a few
larger rainbows and browns to 24 inches.
There were some great sight-fishing opportunities for big fish on the Malleo. My
wife fished with me only one day on the
Malleo. The other day she went to San
Martín with Pablo to do a bit of sightseeing and shopping.
Another water we fished for two
days was an upper tributary to the Aluminé. Here, we caught only a few fish
a day (and lost more), but they were all
large—that is, 19- to 24-inch rainbows
and browns. About half the fish here ate
a dry, the others a dropper nymph. Few
aquatic insects were hatching either day,
and the second day was extremely windy,
which made casting difficult. The twohour drive from the lodge to this stream
made for long days. I would love to fish
this stream when a good hatch is happening. I think the dry fly fishing here would
be epic. The other guests fished two other
tributaries to the upper Aluminé. One of
the tributaries fished very well, the other
not so well.
The day the other guests left, my
wife and I floated from the lodge downstream on the Aluminé River with guide
Andres Fontanazza, a co-owner (with his
brother and sister) of Flotadas Chimehuin
(www.patagoniafishingguide.com), a fly
fishing outfitter out of the San Martín/
Junin de los Andes area of Patagonia. We
repeated this float on our last day because
the fishing was outstanding, mostly due to
the large numbers of inchworm-infested
trees we found. The dry/dropper sight
fishing was spectacular. The inchworm
was the dropper, by the way, a slowly
sinking chenille inchworm imitation. We
boated more than 40 fish each day, about
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half measuring over 17 inches. The largest measured around 23 inches.
Andres was an outstanding guide
with 10-plus years of experience. His
RO-style skiff was an excellent fishing
platform, and he was a great boat driver. I
have no reservations about recommending
him as a guide. He really knows the rivers
and how to fish them. Plus, he’s fun to
fish with. And he had an anchor and longhandled boat net. I was able to leave my
rods rigged up and transport them inside
his comfortable Toyota SUV. His shuttle
driver, Hector, typified the operation:
super-efficient and hardworking.
In addition to the two days we
floated with Andres from the lodge on
the Aluminé, we also floated a stretch of
this river even further downstream; two
different stretches of the Collón Curá; and
a long reach of the Chimehuin (30 kilometers). I also wade-fished the Malleo the
day my wife went to San Martín. As the
Aluminé changes its name to the Collón
Curá below the mouth of another tributary
stream and the Malleo and Chimehuin are
tributaries of the Aluminé/Collón Curá,
we spent both of our weeks fishing in
this river system. The fish seemed a bit
pickier on the Chimehuin, Malleo, and
Collón Curá. Andres said it was due to the
heavier fishing pressure on those rivers.
On all of the floats with Andres, we
consistently fished a hopper, cicada, or
large black beetle pattern with either a
bead head nymph or (under willows) an
inchworm. On our slowest day floating
with Andres, we boated more than 25
fish, a few of them measuring between
18 and 20 inches. The big dries picked
up some good fish each day, especially
in the afternoons. I also fished a size 14
parachute a couple of mornings when a

few mayflies were out and caught fish on
it as well. Several times in faster, deeper
water we fished streamers, with the olive
Woolly Bugger producing lots of strikes
(again, mostly rainbows under 14 inches).
A small tan Gurgler I tried in one riffle
generated lots of derisive comments from
Donna and Andres when I tied it on, but
they changed their attitudes when it produced a strike or two on every cast. After
about 10 casts, I set the hook too hard in a
big fish and lost the fly. Naturally, it was
the only one I had in tan, and the black
Gurgler I tried got zero interest from fish.

Go figure.
Most fly fishing lodges in this part of
Patagonia are near the cities of Junin, San
Martín, and Bariloche, and they primarily
fish rivers such as the Chimehuin, Collón
Curá, and Limay. While the Patagonia
River Lodge offers trips to the Chimehuin
and Collón Curá, they intend to focus on
the upper Aluminé, its tributaries, and
the Malleo because of their relative close
proximity. The Aluminé and its tributaries are excellent rivers and see very few
anglers compared to the Chimehuin and
Collón Curá. As a result, Patagonia River

Lodge is a good option for anglers looking for something different from past
trips to Patagonia or who want to book a
second week of fishing in this area. Next
year, the lodge should also offer overnight
camping trips on the lower Aluminé (and
maybe other rivers), as an option for
guests who want to maximize their fishing time on some of these longer floats.
The cost of the fishing licenses
(about $90/person/week) and the extra
guided day (the day the other guests left)
was not included in our fishing package,
which we didn’t find out until we were
at the lodge. This added over $600 to our
costs that we weren’t expecting. As with
most start-up operations, there were some
communication issues and some glitches
that will be ironed out in the future. The
path from the lodge to the river will also
be improved, and better information will
be provided about fly patterns to bring. A
garden at the lodge should be producing
some homegrown vegetables next summer as well. The cost for seven nights’
lodging and six days’ fishing here is currently listed on their website as $4,450
per person, double occupancy. As this
was our first trip to Argentina, the closest comparison I have is a trip we did last
year to Chile’s Chimalfe Lodge, which I
wrote about in this publication. On both
of these trips, we wanted a variety of
fishing opportunities, especially with dry
flies, on different waters. In both cases,
we got what we wanted. The food and accommodations were outstanding at both
lodges, and I can honestly recommend
both as excellent fly fishing destinations.—Bill Wichers.
Postscript: You can get more information
on Patagonia River Lodge at: www.patagoniariverlodge.com.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Our update last month on the growing salmon/striped bass conflict on the
lower Northwest Miramichi River in
New Brunswick (see report by Duncan Barnes on page 9 of the May 2017
issue) jarred loose some interesting
comments, including this one by Brad
June 2017

Burns, president of the preeminent
striped bass organization, Stripers Forever. As part owner of a salmon fishing
lodge on the Miramichi and a fanatical
salmon angler, Burns has strong feelings about both species involved in this
unusual conflict. The focus of our report
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last month, you’ll recall, was on the
surprisingly weak steps Canadian authorities took this spring to increase the
harvest of striped bass, which appear to
be preying heavily on Miramichi smolts
as they make their way out of the river.
Brad Burns writes: I am a relative
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latecomer to Atlantic salmon fishing,
but I jumped in with both feet, buying
part of the old Wade’s Fishing Lodge on
the Main Southwest Miramichi in 2003
and then acquiring a couple of pools
up on the Cains River in later years.
Salmon fishing put more than a big dent
in the time I spent chasing striped bass
in New England, though I still fish a lot
for both species.
When I came to the Miramichi,
stripers were on the upswing. There
were very few then compared to recent
years, but they could still be caught
with good regularity near the mouth
of the river. Getting one very far up in
the freshwater portion of the river was
almost unheard of. Nowadays, they
are being caught occasionally almost
20 miles up the Cains and 50 miles up
the Miramichi! The early 2000s was
also a time of great optimism when it
came to Miramichi salmon. Some of the
camps in my stretch of the river broke
long-standing records in terms of the
number of fish caught, and the length
and weight of the fish we were fairly
commonly catching eclipsed anything
in the memory of even the oldest guides
on the river. (The latter development
is largely credited to regulations that
required the release of all large salmon,
by the way.) The number of grilse
returning to the river was simply phenomenal. We were all smiles, and this
continued through 2011, which was a
modern record year on both sides of the
Atlantic. Something good affected a lot
more than just the Miramichi that year.
After 2011 the bottom simply fell
out. The years 2012 through 2014 got
progressively worse, ending with the
worst salmon and grilse returns in the
long history of the Miramichi. Clearly
this was due to more than striped bass,
because to a greater or lesser degree
virtually all the other salmon rivers in
Canada had the same experience. 2015
was a solid improvement, though grilse
numbers were a fraction of what they
had been a decade before. In 2016, large
salmon again improved a bit, but grilse
numbers were back in the tank, though
off their 2014 lows.
The Atlantic Salmon Federation
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and the Miramichi Salmon Association
have designed a program to tag smolts
and monitor their survival on the way
down the Miramichi. The study results
aren’t finished and ready for publication, but it appears that smolts are now
experiencing far lower survival getting
out of the system and into the ocean
than in years past. I think it is safe to
say that most experts are pointing their
finger at striped bass, which have grown
from a population of a few thousand
adults to one now estimated to be well
over 300,000 adult fish.
To me, the current striped bass regulations on the Miramichi are absurdly
conservative. The narrow slot limit and
single fish bag will certainly do nothing
to reasonably harvest this population.
There are strong players working on
DFO (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) to

further liberalize the striper bag limits
in eastern Canada, and hopefully they
will be successful. I must say, though,
that considering the decline that other
Canadian Rivers are also seeing in Atlantic salmon, I doubt that striped bass
predation is the only culprit. After all,
stripers and salmon have coexisted in
the Miramichi since long before human
history along the river.
The biggest problems are probably
not in the river. Parr studies and smolt
counts show that the Miramichi is still
producing more or less capacity levels
of smolts each year. They are just coming back from their ocean migration in
far lower percentages than they ever
did. No one knows if this is due to some
aspect of commercial fishing (either for
salmon or their forage base) or if altered
ocean conditions due to climate change
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are the cause of the mortality. Despite
these problems and perhaps others we
haven’t identified yet, we’ve been able,
through conservation, to keep a fairly
robust Atlantic salmon fishery alive in
the Miramichi as well as other Canadian
rivers. Giving Miramichi salmon a bigger break than currently proposed from
a population of striped bass that’s about
10 times its size and that masses for
spawning in the mouth of the river just
as the smolts head to sea is very important. That’s not to suggest that injecting
enough backbone into Canadian and
US politicians to convince Greenland
to stop netting wild salmon isn’t also a
very worthwhile goal.
 Attention, bluewater fly junkies!
Tom Gorman is back with another report on fly fishing for sailfish off the
coast of Malaysia. Yes, he did well
again. He writes:
“Longtime readers of The Angling
Report may recall several reports I have
filed on fly fishing for sailfish off the
Malaysian town of Kuala Rompin, starting with my first visit in 2012. Well, I
just made my sixth trip there this past
April. All of my previous trips have
been during the traditional peak season
of September–October when Rompin
waters are thick with anchovies. The
conventional wisdom is that that’s the
time to fish for sails there. However, top
local guide Dominic Pereira (Billseeker
Sportfishing, www.billseekersportfishing.com) told me there is also a good
window in mid-March to the end of
April, so I booked a trip with him this
spring together with my fishing buddy,
Joe Vicic from California. We weren’t
disappointed. In fact we’re planning to
return next April.
“A prime indicator of success in fly
fishing for sailfish is how many sails are
raised per day. ‘Raised’ in this part of
the world means drawn into the spread
of hookless teasers. To be sure, many
‘raised’ fish are not curious or hungry
enough to be teased into casting range
for a fly angler. At any rate, in our three
days of fishing, Dominic and his crew
raised 86 sails for us, of which 46 came
into casting range, resulting in 35 takes.
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Between the two of us, Joe and I caught
and released 10 sailfish ranging in size
from roughly 45 pounds to 80 pounds.
“We fished colorful nine-inch tube
flies with removable slide-on foam
popper heads. Our line of choice was a
12-weight Rio Outbound Short floating
line. Our go-to outfit was a Sage Salt
12-weight rod and a Hatch Pulse 12 reel
with several hundred yards of Hatch
backing. This overall combination performed beautifully.
“Although the fall months see a
surge in the anchovy population in
Rompin waters, we saw plenty of bait
and birds in April. We also saw sailfish
cruising on the surface and free jumping, along with numerous schools of
skipjack tuna crashing bait. The skippies ranged in size from small juveniles
to 10-pounders. What was different
this time of year, as compared to peak
months, was the smaller number of
other sportfishing boats on the water.
Although Rompin waters are not overly
crowded in the peak September–October time frame, it was very nice to have
the water largely to ourselves.
“Rompin’s sailfishery is world class
and compares very favorably in numbers of fish with any destination in Central America, Africa, or Australia. The
sailfish are not big: The average size
is 45 to 60 pounds, with a few larger
specimens up to 80 pounds. Juvenile
black marlins are an occasional catch
here. Live-baiters also catch Spanish
mackerel, some cobia, and mahi-mahi,
along with various types of trevally and
a range of bottom fish.
“Rompin is a four-hour drive north
of Singapore’s Changi Airport, which
makes it popular with anglers based
in Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, and
Taiwan. It also draws some anglers from
Australia, the UK, and Europe. It is
primarily an angling destination. There
is not much for the non-angling partner
to do locally. The food is good, with
plenty of locally caught seafood.
“At this point, I’ve fished with
Dominic Pereira six times, and I can
attest that he and his crew are very capable and experienced in guiding fly
fishers for sailfish. His service package
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includes pickup and drop-off in Singapore, plus accommodation and meals in
Rompin, in addition to the fishing. He’s
a personable and enjoyable guy to fish
with. He also guides live-baiters, who
make up the bulk of visitors to Rompin.
“The accepted rule of thumb in
Rompin for the ratio of sailfish caught
by live-baiting as opposed to fly fishing
is five to one. All guides and operators
there are committed to circle hooks and
catch-and-release for sails. If you want
to catch sailfish on the fly, there are few
places in the world that compare with
Kuala Rompin, Malaysia. I can now say
that is true of the March–April period as
well as the September–October period.
Enjoy!”
 And, finally, tarpon season in the
Florida Keys got off to a horrible start

this year, according to Keys resident
and occasional correspondent Bill Horn.
He writes:
“The tarpon season from hell,” one
Keys veteran dubbed it. An unusual
weather pattern descended on the Keys
in mid-March bringing over six long,
frustrating weeks of cool weather,
persistent yowling winds, and cloudclotted skies. Water temperatures, which
neared the ideal 80°F (when tarpon
swim actively and bite) in early March,
plummeted to the mid-60s and remained
stuck in the low to mid-70s into May.
The big migratory tarpon hated it and
largely disappeared from their early
spring backcountry Gulf and Florida
Bay haunts. A few of the silver kings
got into Keys bridge channels where
they holed up, utterly unwilling to
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cruise the ocean-side runs. Live baiting
with mullet produced some fish, but fly
anglers could sit on the Atlantic side for
days and see nary a tarpon. The dismal
conditions created anxiety and fears that
something very bad had befallen Keys
tarpon.
Early-season pessimism largely
evaporated May 3, when Mother Nature
relented and let the winds lie down and
switch to the southeast. That allowed
waters to warm. On the first day of
light SE air and 78- to 80-degree water
temps, the AWOL poons reappeared
in traditional numbers willing to bite
a well-presented fly. High anxiety was
replaced with high fives in flats skiffs.
Focusing on weather as the cause
of this spring’s bad fishing doesn’t
mean there are no causes for concern
about our tarpon. Disquieting patterns
have developed over the last three years,
worrying guides and regular anglers.
The big fish have not been showing up
in March and April in traditionally favored spots from the Content Keys all
the way to the Marquesas. Similarly, the
number of May–June tarpon cruising
the ocean side from Sugarloaf to west of
Key West is also down. To the north and
east, tarpon are still relatively abundant,
but there is a near consensus that there
are fewer of them around than 20 years
ago and the remaining poons are growing ever more difficult to fool as angling
pressure increases. Around Key West
there is a lot of speculation about what
is happening: Are the fish being chased
away by the glut of cruise ships, boat
traffic, parasailers, and jet skis? Did a
bunch of Lower Keys tarpon get killed
by the BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill?
Are excessive numbers of released fish
being killed by sharks in heavily fished
locations? Florida Bay with its terrible
water-quality issues has seen its tarpon
numbers bounce up and down the past
few seasons, prompting speculation that
there may be different subpopulations
of tarpon in the Keys that are subject to
different (and currently poorly understood) environmental influences.
Even climate issues are getting
into the act. Warmer-than-usual recent winters have resulted in far fewer
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cooler-water species such as bluefish,
cobia, and pompano coming to the
Keys. Those fish used to appear on
certain Middle Keys Gulf-side banks
every January; the same banks would
host big tarpon beginning in late February. This winter was the third in a row
where few to none of these fish showed
up on these banks. Some believe that
just as the blues and cobia have stayed
north, so have the tarpon, meaning
there’s not a numbers problem, just a
climate-induced change in migratory
patterns.
The underlying good news is that
tarpon are still present in good numbers
and we should be able to get answers
to our questions and improve tarpon
management before the fish vanish. In
contrast, efforts to piece together what
happened to Keys bonefish occurred
only after a population freefall alerted
us to the problems afflicting the gray
ghost. A hopeful development as regards tarpon, is the new tarpon acoustic
tagging program Bonefish Tarpon Trust

(www.bonefishtarpontrust.org) has initiated. BTT intends to implant at least
50 small acoustic tags in Florida tarpon
in the Keys and elsewhere each year
over the next few years. When a tagged
fish swims within about 500 yards of

a bottom-stationed sonar device, the
device senses the tag and registers that
tagged tarpon X swam by on that date.
Over 4,000 of these sonar devices are
going to line the coasts of the Keys and
mainland Florida soon, which means
tagged fish will get registered frequent-

ly. Both the tags and the sonar readers
are expected to operate for years (in
contrast to satellite tags that operate
only for months). Tracking the movements of hundreds of tagged tarpon
over time should reveal a lot about the
fish. Knowledge is power, and within
a relatively short period we will possess, for the first time, empirical evidence and knowledge about our tarpon
population and its movements. When
specific problems are revealed, we’ll be
able to act rather than anxiously wring
our hands. In the meantime, schedule
your Keys tarpon fishing when you’re
sure to enjoy light winds, clear skies,
and happy fish!
Postscript: Bill Horn lives in Marathon, Florida, is vice chairman of
Bonefish Tarpon Trust, former Assistant Secretary of the Interior for
fish and wildlife, and author of Seasons on the Flats: An Angler’s Year
in the Florida Keys. His book is
available on Amazon, as well as in
various fly shops and outdoor stores.

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter of Angler Network Forms as received without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with anything said about them in this
section are free to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You should find
one inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.”

 Subscriber Don Childress is very
pleased with a stay at Estancia Laguna
Verde (www.estancialagunaverde.com)
on Lago Strobel (aka Jurassic Lake), in
southern Patagonia this past January.
A fairly new establishment, Estancia
Laguna Verde is not to be confused
with Jurassic Lake Lodge (www.jurassiclake.com), the original lodge that
dates back to the discovery of Jurassic
Lake as an extraordinary place to fish
for rainbow trout. At any rate, Childress says he fished Lago Strobel with
his brother from London, and he offers
this assessment:
“Lago Strobel is not an easy
place to get to. Buenos Aires is your
first stop on the way there, and that is
June 2017

necessarily followed by a three-and-ahalf-hour flight to El Calafate, where
you begin a four-and-a-half-hour truck
drive to Estancia Laguna Verde. To say
the lodge is remote would be an understatement indeed. The first two hours
of the drive are on a good paved highway, followed by an hour and a half on
a smooth unpaved road, followed by
an hour on the roughest track I have
ever experienced, often going ten miles
per hour. While this might appear on
paper to be arduous, I found the trip in
to the lodge somewhat pleasant overall. It provided an opportunity for my
brother and me to get acquainted with
fellow guests. Also, the scenery was
varied and interesting. You go by many
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lakes and rivers, plus you are afforded
glimpses of the region’s wildlife, most
notably guanaco, the Patagonian version of the llama, or alpaca. Bird life
was also much in evidence.
“The lodge at Estancia Laguna
Verde is well appointed, with a large
dining room, ample seating for predinner drinks and snacks, a heated
changing/wader room, and sleeping
quarters for two persons per room.
All the rooms have in-room toilets
and showers. Another nice benefit is
an open bar. I liked the fact you don’t
have to keep track and pay extra at the
end of the trip. I personally like paying
one fee and having everything covered.
“The Laguna Verde lodge and
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fishing operation began in 2008, and
is part of a 42,000-acre estancia on
the south side of Lago Strobel, which
covers some 65 square miles. The
lodge can accommodate ten anglers per
week. Meals provided by the resident
chef may not all be gourmet, but they
are hearty, plentiful, and quite tasty.
The Argentine Malbec served with dinner each night was over the top.
“The area, we were told, was
originally populated by the Tehuelche
Indians, nomads that followed the guanaco from about 5,000 years ago until
the arrival of the Spanish, who basically began a genocide that left very
few of the native population. Companies bought vast tracts of land from the
government during this period, and the
large estancias were formed. Geologically, the land forms here are all volcanic. The Barrancoso River is the only
river feeding Lago Strobel, and there is
no outlet. Due to the persistent winds,
evaporation causes the lake level to
diminish most years, although heavy
snow and rain events may cause it to
rise some years. In 2005, we were told,
the lake was about six feet higher than
it was last January. This means the lake
has been dropping an average of four
to six inches per year recently.
“The fishing program here begins
right after breakfast, at about 9:30, and
runs straight through until 7 to 7:30 in
the evening. A hot lunch, cooked by
the guides, is served lakeside between
1 and 2 PM at one of three shelters. A
hot lunch and glass of Malbec are most
appreciated after casting into the wind
all morning. The wind blew 30 to a
bit more than 40 miles per hour every
day I was there. Unfortunately, the
wind tends to blow the food source to
the downwind side of the lake, which
often means you have to cast directly
into the wind. My brother, who had
fished Estancia Laguna Verde two previous times, told me he had seen only
three days when the wind did not blow
fiercely. Interestingly, those windless
days were not the best fishing days, he
said.
“Besides the main lake and Barrancoso River, there are 15 lagoons
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on the estancia, 12 of which hold fish.
Besides rainbows, the lodge’s own lake
(which is also called Laguna Verde)
has brown trout and char. If you are
not too tired after fishing until 7 PM
you can walk down to Laguna Verde to
finish your fishing day. One of the days
that I fished Laguna Verde, I took a
vividly colored five-pound brown. That
was in addition to a good number of
nice-sized rainbows.
“As for the history of this fishery,
we were told the lake and lagoons held
no fish until 1989, when McCloud
River rainbows were introduced into
the Barrancoso River and into Moro
Creek, which connects the lagoons
when the water is up. The fish grew

at a phenomenal rate due to the abundance of food, which includes scuds,
copepods (small crustaceans), daphnia,
snails, and midges. The fish spawn in
the Barrancoso River and Moro Creek
in the spring (October, November,
December) on good water years. If
the water is low and the river lean and
Moro Creek dry, the females resorb
their eggs it seems; they can do this up
to four years in a row.
“The fishing season here is from
October 15 to April 30. The lodge has
tackle and waders to loan to guests
who don’t want to bring their own
equipment. Also, the guides have a
selection of appropriate flies for sale.
The estancia has access to 30 percent
of the lake and leases another 5 percent, plus the lagoons and 4.8 miles of
the Barrancoso River to provide a varied fishing program. The official lake
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record rainbow weighed 26.4 pounds,
although there are anecdotal claims of
30-pound fish being caught. The average fish taken here weighs between
four and 12 pounds. Most anglers I’ve
spoken with say their goal is to land a
15-pound monster. My own fishing log
for the week reads like this:
“Day 1: Wind blowing 40 mph.
Three fish from Laguna Ocho, all between four and six pounds. Eight fish
from Lake Strobel weighing up to 10
pounds. Brown leach and small scuds
were about equally productive.
“Day 2: Very windy. Fished Barrancoso River. Water very low. Sightfished to and hooked three large trout,
landing one 25-incher. Landed numerous 12- to 15-inchers. Fished the main
lake in the afternoon. Landed ten fish
to 11 pounds. Most were in the five- to
eight-pound range. Most productive fly
was a size 14 scud.
“Day 3: Heavy wind. Fished various bays on main lake. Took six fish up
to eight pounds mostly on small scuds.
Fished Laguna Verde and caught several rainbows, plus a five-pound brown.
“Day 4: Very windy. Caught seven
fish in the main lake up to five pounds.
“Day 5: Less wind today. Fished
many new areas on the main lake due
to less wind. Caught seven fish, including an 11- and 13-pounder, all on small
scuds.
“Day 6: Very windy. Fished main
lake into the wind, catching nine fish
weighing up to 10 pounds. In the late
afternoon I fished Laguna Ocho for the
best fishing action of my life. Using
a floating line and 6 wt. rod, I landed
15 to 20 fish in an hour and a half, all
weighing four to six pounds. A phenomenal end to a phenomenal trip!
“I did most of my fishing on this
trip with a floating line and two flies, a
streamer (Wooly Bugger-type) with a
smaller trailing fly. Others used larger
Prince Nymphs and had good success.
I felt that I did best using a size 14 to
16 scud, which more closely matched
the scuds I found when stomach pumping a couple of fish. I lost several large
fish (including a couple of coveted
possible 15-pounders) due to the small
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purchase of the smaller hooks. Most of
us on the trip used single-handed 7 and
8 wt. rods. I found when casting into
the wind that I gained an advantage by
using a light Spey rod. It allowed me
to cast much farther than those using a
single-handed rod. On the other hand, I
have to admit that a lot of the fish were
caught close to shore, where a long
cast was unnecessary.
“Estancia Laguna Verde is definitely the place to go for your own
personal best rainbow, and for good
numbers of fish, too. I’ve fished a lot
of trophy trout venues in the world,
including Alaska and Kamchatka, and
I have never encountered the size and
numbers of fish that are in Lago Strobel. While the fishing may not always
be easy, it is truly an adventure to do
it. For sheer numbers of large fish, the
lagoons on the estancia are in a league
of their own. My brother and another
Brit we fished with said our week was
one the toughest they had had at Lago
Strobel. I thought it was a fantastic
week, and I will be back again for my
15-pounder.”
 Subscriber Fred Schmitz reports
that he spent a week this past January
at Turneffe Island Resort in Belize
(www.turnefferesort.com/fly-fishing).
He has some very good things to say
about the experience in the following
report:
“I went to Turneffe Island Resort
this past January because I heard that
a guide-turned-outfitter I have fished
with in Montana, Greg Bricker, has
become director of fishing there. I
know Greg’s work ethic and style, and
I thought bringing him to Turneffe
Island Resort would make for an outstanding combination. I was correct.
During my six days there, I fished
with four different guides and had
double-digit shots at permit daily. To
be honest, I didn’t expect January to
be that good. The guide-rotation strategy allowed me to experience different
personalities and explore the various
guides’ favorite fishing locations. A
few of the guides had fish camps right
in that area and knew every coral head
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of that island. What they all had was a
desire to make me a better fisherman,
not just pole me around for a while. In
particular, they wanted me to see my
fish before I cast to them. I liked that
a lot. By the end of the week, I was a
good fish-spotter.
“Guests at Turneffe Island Resort
are met at the airport on arrival in
Belize City and taken to the transfer
boat. If you’re early, like I was, you get
lunch at a seaside hotel (Radisson Fort
George Hotel) while they take your
luggage and gear to the boat. It was a
nice break and a chance to meet some
of the locals and other guests. The boat
leaves at 3:30 loaded with all the supplies and guests. It is a very pleasant
hour-and-a-half ride out to Turneffe Island Resort. I enjoyed a nice rum drink

sitting on the front deck.
“The transfer boat was a 50foot Hatteras, I think, with a pair of
brand-new Cummings engines. The
crew and the workers on board were
all laughing, and you could tell they
like what they do. We’ve all been to
places where you can tell that morale
is low. Not here. You realize why later
when you meet the management team
and see them in action. From Maya
and Allan, the live-on-the-island facility managers, to George, the bartender,
they are all outstanding. Add in Greg
Bricker and you have a well-run fishing destination.
“The rooms here have great towels, sheets, toiletries, and comfortable
beds, not to mention mahogany walls.
My room, which was the basic option,
even had an indoor and outdoor shower. They had just added new generators
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and replaced the infrastructure wiring,
I was told.
“A typical day at Turneffe Island
Resort starts with whatever drink beverage you want delivered to your room
at 6:30. Anything you want for breakfast is ready at 7:30. They make everything from scratch here. The guides are
ready to go at 7:45, and they invariably
have all your gear on the boat. You just
leave it at the well-stocked fly-fishing
office when you arrive. Greg has
brought in Scott Meridian Rods with
Hatch Reels in 8 to 12 weights, by the
way, along with an assortment of flies,
leaders, tippet, fly lines, and Simms
gear. When you get back from fishing
in the evening, they have the nicest rod
washing system I’ve seen. There are
racks in the office to store your gear
overnight.
“On my first day, Greg Bricker
joined me in the boat. After a short
boat ride, I hooked my first permit. It
was a good-size fish, and I probably
took too long to land it. I had an older
leader and I wasn’t exactly sure of the
tippet strength, so I laid off the drag
more than I should have. That was a
problem later in the fight when my permit made a beeline for the mangroves.
I’m not sure whether I lost the fish
due to a mangrove break or whether I
over-aggressively palmed him. Lesson
learned. New leader, tighter drag.
“The next day the wind died and
the fish seemed to get really spooky.
We saw a bunch, but one cast and they
were gone. Day four, the winds picked
up and so did the bite. I landed a nice
20-pounder in 15 minutes. Nothing
like a new leader to change your luck!
On day five, the winds came from the
east and we tried flats I had not fished
before. Taku knew exactly where to go.
We came across a few schools including a small group of big boys tailing in
deep water. On my second cast at this
spot, one turned and took the crab. I
saw his big mouth open and his body
turn away. We both knew this was a
big fish, like 35-plus pounds, and I was
sure I had gotten a good hookset as he
took off for a run. Then he stopped or
went sideways. I tried to get him on
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the reel at that point, but he decided
to come my way, forcing me to starting stripping again to keep him tight.
So far so good, until he took off again.
The line came off the deck well until
the last 16 inches or so did an inverted
backflip wrap around the reel. I can
still see it happening in slow motion in
that part of your brain that stores important lessons!
“On one of the permit days, after I
had already taken a Grand Slam, I also
hooked a tarpon, but it got off on the
second jump. That fish would not have
just been a second Grand Slam, but
also a Super Slam, because I landed a
snook that day.
“All the guides at Turneffe Island
Resort carry new SPOT Satellite GPS
Messengers that can transmit location
in an emergency. That’s in addition to
what looked like brand-new life jackets
and a waterproof case with other safety
gear. They even have a helipad for
emergency landings. By the way, you
can chopper into the lodge if you want,
instead of taking the transfer boat.
“Having fished from Argentina to
Alaska, including a plethora of saltwater locations throughout the Caribbean,
I can honestly say this lodge provided
one of the nicest fishing experiences
of my life. This is a resort that you can
bring your wife to, by the way. They
have a full-service spa, catamarans,
kayaks, plus extensive dive and snorkeling programs. The rooms are firstclass, with all the nice soaps and shampoos you need. One of the things that
makes Turneffe Island Resort special
is its isolated location. Locals are not
going to be able to fish this area out.
The next time I go I may just carry my
clothes only and use their gear. I could
have made an earlier connection on my
way home if I had done that. Enjoy!”
Postscript: Schmitz gives the cost of
his stay as about $5,000 including resort fees and tips.
 Subscriber Jeremy Cook gives a
very mixed review to his experience
at Jurassic Lake Lodge (www.jurassiclake.com) in Argentina this past
December, booked for him by Fly WaJune 2017

ter Travel (www.flywatertravel.com).
He caught some 400 rainbows for
the week, many of them in the 10- to
18-pound class, but he has a number of
criticisms of the overall operation that
lead him to conclude that he would
not recommend the trip to a friend.
Cook rates the lodge and the service
he received as follows: Quality of Accommodation (Good); Quality of Food
(Fair); Overall Service (Fair); General
Fishing Knowledge (Fair). And here, in
his own words, are his larger impressions:
“I’m generally easy to please on
fishing trips, as I’m just happy to be
on the water, but overall I was a little
disappointed with my experience at
Jurassic Lake. For starters, the food

was good, not great. Breakfast options
were limited, and the coffee was terrible and also not ready each morning
until breakfast at 8 AM. If you like to
get up and have a cup before breakfast,
as I do, you learn to expect it to be
lukewarm and left over from the night
before. Several nights we had traditional Argentinian barbecue, which
was great, except several cuts of meat
I was served, including chicken and
pork, were not thoroughly cooked. The
chefs were very pleasant and eager to
please and, except for the problems
noted above, did a generally good job
for the most part.
“As for the guides, I found them
to be a bit lazy, except for a very nice
guy from South Africa named Lou.
The others never wanted to exert
themselves to net a fish for you. This
didn’t bother me, really, as the trip was
described as lightly guided. What did
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bother me was the unspoken taboo on
fishing beads. Egg patterns and beads
were by far the most effective method,
not just for catching fish in general, but
big fish in particular. I came prepared;
the others in our group not as much.
We were there during the spawn, and
when rainbows have fresh eggs in the
water they aren’t going to be interested
in much else. Our guides flat-out told
us on the drive into camp that beads
weren’t working very well, however.
This wasn’t ignorance, in my view: it
was flat-out misdirection, and that was
to become apparent later on.
“We fished on our own the first
day and absolutely killed them on
beads. I landed 20 fish over five
pounds in 75 minutes before breakfast
using the same bead. In our first guided
session, the guide made us stop fishing
our morning beat early because ‘we
caught too many fish.’ That afternoon,
he made us change our beads out for
traditional patterns. I’m no elitist. I
booked this trip to catch fish, and by
that I mean big fish. I cut my teeth
fishing for big rainbows on the Kenai
Peninsula in Alaska, and fishing eggs
is all about matching the hatch. It really bothered me that the guides (some
of them at least) tried to force me to
fish dry flies or other patterns that were
less effective.
“This brings me to the quantity and size of fish available. Clearly,
catching 400 fish, with many of them
in the 10- to 18-pound range, is amazing fishing. That being said, many in
our group (about half I would say)
caught fewer than 100 fish for the
week and none bigger than 10 to 12
pounds. No 20-plus-pound fish were
caught our week or the prior week.
My advance reading about this fishery
led me to expect that several 20-plus
pound fish would be taken during
the week. That was why I paid for a
prime week. Frankly, I think that the
peak time for this fishery has passed.
The fish seem to be getting wise with
all the angling pressure. Our fishing
definitely dropped off as our week
progressed and we all offered the same
fare to the same groups of fish. It’s still
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an amazing fishery in terms of the size
and numbers of fish, just not quite as
advertised.
“A final problem with the fishing
here is the lack of variety. There are
only three beats, really, and each one
of them consists of about 75 yards of
high-yield water. The three beats are
the Bay of Pigs (on the shore of the
lake); the inlet/outlet of the Rio Barrancoso; and the river pool of the Rio
Barrancoso. There is a fourth beat but
it is an hour drive away on uneven terrain, and the trout there appear to be on
the small size.
“In summary, here is my take on
Jurassic Lake Lodge and its fishery:
the place offers comfortable accom-

modations, reasonable food for its location, and excellent fishing that didn’t
quite live up to expectations. The
wind is tough, and some of the older
anglers in our group really struggled
and couldn’t fish the Bay of Pigs at
all. I think some of the fish counts and
fish sizes reported in the past (multiple
20-plus-pound fish caught each week)
are exactly that—in the past. I did
catch 400 fish and an 18-pounder, but
both of those were bests for all anglers
for the week.
“If you want to catch lots of big
rainbows without having to walk too
far and don’t mind beating the same
water day after day, this is a great trip.
I would bring beads and scuds for the

most part, but there are so many fish
you can always convince a few to take
dries or other patterns. If you bring
beads, be prepared to deal with a little
flack. The travel to get to this spot is
extensive. We were fortunate in being
able to fly both in and out. The group
before us had to drive in (a 17-hour
ordeal) because it was too windy to fly.
I think this is rare, but keep in mind
that it could happen. That group also
lost a day of fishing due to 70 mph
winds. The guides are variable in their
helpfulness, and they do take a siesta.
Be prepared to fish on your own if you
want to fish outside the hours of 9 to
1 and 4:30 to 8:30. Shout out to Lou,
who was an awesome guide.”
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The Best of New Zealand Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail:
info@BestofNZ.net

www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Fly Fish for Redfish
Year-Round

“Join Global Rescue.
They’re a well-tested
provider of medical
services and evacuation.”
National Geographic

Specializing in fly fishing, catch
and release. Accommodations for
up to eight guests. Six flats boats
running.
• Capt. Gregg Arnold •
• 504-237-6742 •
• www.giantreds.com •
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Tel.: 800-381-9754 / 617-459-4200

www.GlobalRescue.com/AnglingReport
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 NEW ZEALAND 

Trout Fishing

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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